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positive individuals, veitb astound- many of these pàtients. the drugs isolated a gene that appears to 

p.f New Yor^ City have recently ing results. After only three weeks proved ineffective, even detrimen- ^ protect its carriers from the HIV
r ^cn ^ ter the diagno- proved otherwise. Dr. Ho's work of therapy, all twenty-one patients tal to those who could not toler- virus, even after repeated expo- 

sis of the first AIDS case research proved that there is no period of showed no traces of the Wits in ate their strength.
to develop a cure for the world’s true dormancy in the HIV virus’ their blood. / Even with those patients who the search for genetic therapies
mos min - ogg ing human syn- life-cycle. Upon its invasion of the Yet, one should not be over- showed remarkable results. Dr. Ho against AIDS,
drome m recent history has finally body, HIV replicates, thereby ere- whelmed since the cocktail is still remains sceptical. The virus may Obviously. 1996 has been the
re n ewe ope or t e diseases ating approximately one billion in its experimental stages. As well, no longer be in the blood but may year of AIDS. Thereby, in accord-
erVn; T' 1 copies of itself every twenty-four with the drugs costing up to be hidden in the patient’s visceral ance with all the revolutionary

' u iVirU|S that CaU,SCS hours" $200,000 a year, they are (internal) organs waiting for the research. TIME magazine selected
AIDS, was believed to remain dor- This ground-breaking discov- unaffordable for all but the appropriate moment to re-attack Dr. David “the Exorcist” Ho as its
man unng its initial phase of ery helped Dr. Ho provide a new wealthiest and best-insured pa- the body’s defences. Man of the Year for his pioneer-
intection tor up to ten years. This protocol for the administration of tients. Yet the least fortunate are The HIV virus relies on the ing contribution in the battle
eie was tie oun ation on anti-viral drugs against HIV. This the 20 million people infected body cells’ ability to reproduce to against AIDS. Dr. Ho beat a list of

w ic an l- rug administra- protocol is a cocktail of AZT, the with HIV in develpping countries replicate itself. It does so by in- political newsmakers to this hon- 
lon was ui . atients were put first AIDS drug, and several re- who have little access to quality sorting its genetic material into ourable title. Despite the scepti-

on these drugs months or even cently approved powerful medica- health care, let alone the cocktail, these cells thereby creating mil- cism around Ho’s work, the
years alter then-lmtml exposure tions known as protease inhibitors The drugs have also been lions of copies of itself in a mat- renewed attention on AIDS leaves
0 ' 1 iat are administered upon iniec- tested with late cases of AIDS, ter of hours. us with nothing but optimism for

However, Dr. David Da-i Ho and tion. This system of drug therapy with less promising results. With This past summer, researchers the future,
his colleagues at the Aaron Dia- was tested on twenty-one HIV-
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sure. This discovery is central in

Genomics: the search
for the biological grail
BY NATALIE MACLELLAN discovery of Mendel's work in the 

year 1900. The search has now 
culminated in the Human Ge
nome Project that aims to decode 
all of the genes in the human 
genome. With the bulk of the re
search centred in Europe. Japan, 
and the United States, the Human 
Genome Project is organized by 
the Human Genome Mapping 
Organization (HUGO).

The mapping of the entire 
human genome will revolution
ize our understanding of human 
development, both physiologically 
normal (organ function) and 
abnormal (disease). It will allow 
us to predict, and eventually 
enhance or prevent our genetic 
fate.

knowledge of the human genome 
will lead to developments in the 
psychological studies of manic 
depression, schizophrenia, and 
alcoholism; all are believed to 
have some genetic causation.

The biological grail is not with
out its ethical complications. 
Without laws to protect an indi
vidual's DNA from becoming pub
lic, many personal freedoms may 
be threatened. If someone could 
look at your DNA and see that you 
are liable to die of cancer at an 
early age, you may be denied a 
job or insurance. Prenatal diag
nosis of a disease for which 
cure exists — such as sickle cell 
anemia — raises the question of 
whether the child should be 
cifully aborted or allowed to live 
what could be a productive, 
though short, life.

Geneticists are predicting that 
the project will be completed 
within a decade. That leaves our 
society with a mere ten years to 
sort out all the social and ethical 
implications involved. The prevail
ing fear of genetics is probably the 
only possible force that could stop 
the project’s completion. We, as 
a society, must weigh out the ad
vantages and disadvantages of 
mapping our entire genome and 
take an immediate decision with 
regards to this project’s social, 
ethical, political and economical 
implications.

What makes us human, and 
not chimpanzee, is a difference in 
only one per cent of our respec
tive genomes.

The human genome, the col
lection of all the genes contained 
in human cells, has often been 
referred to as the “grail of human 
genetics.” Our genes contain all 
the information that define us as 
human. In the words of Linus 
Pauling, "We came from chemis
try." Humans have an estimated 
50,000 to 100,000 genes that 
contribute to our physical char
acteristics. development, behav
iours and diseases.

The search for the biological 
grail commenced with Gregor 
Mendel’s genetic studies on pea 
plants in the late 19th century, 
and has continued since the re-
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Genetic knowledge is invalu

able in the event that a disease is 
caused by a defective gene. It is 
nearly impossible to understand 
the disease unless we can under
stand the cause. Finding the genes 
that cause disorders such as 
Huntington’s Disease will 
spending less money on research.

Many biochemists spent their 
entire careers trying to unravel 
the problem of cancer, only to fail. 
It wasn't until the effect of DNA 
alteration was uncovered that sci
entists and doctors made giant 
steps in understanding how tu
mours arise and cause their ef
fects on the body.

Scientists are also hoping that
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Eager to put your skills to work? Worried about obtaining ci; 
related work experience? Interested in earning tuition money?
NS Links can help. NS Links is an internship program that gives 
post-secondary students the chance to gain practical work 
experience through wage-subsidized work placements with 
employers throughout Nova Scotia.
NS Links is a partnership among the Department of Education 
and Culture, Human Resources Development Canada, Nova 
Scotia Economic Renewal Agency, and Nova Scotian businesses.
For more information on how you can earn while you learn, 
contact your campus Student Services Office or the Employment

Web site; http://www.ednet.ns.ca/educ/nslinks/ t—
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American Sign Language?

Evening and afternoon classes offered
by the Student Accessibility Fund

Registration forms at the 
SUB info desk

Limited enrollment, so register early!

Classes start February 3, 1997.

Only $10 for 9 weeks

NS LINKS
Student Internship - Investment Pays


